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Reviewer’s report:

Reviewer’s comments:
Authors are right. This is first report case
Title: CVST associated with Epidemic encephalitis type B: case report
Abstract: OK
Background: Add information related to CVT and viral infections. There are many viruses reported to be associated with CVT. Association of CVST with meningitis and encephalitis.
Case report: Any test done for hypercoagulable worku up? Protein C, S, Anti-111, Factor V?
IGM antibody was checked in serum or CSF? Titers? What test (Brand, manufacturer) was used to check antibodies?
Any viral antibodies or PCR was performed in CSF?
Discussion
Why repeat MRI showed bilateral thalamic enhancement?
Discussion is not focused
Discuss possible mechanisms underlying CVT in this viral infection
Discuss limitations
References: under referenced

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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